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PREFACE

Dear Educator, 

Nature’s Classroom is a resource that is designed for children in grades 3 - 7. The creation of this resource was 
made possible thanks to a partnership between Langley Environmental Partners Society, Maples Discovery 
Gardens Co-op and the generous support and commitment from Envision Financial.

This resource has been created for anyone who would like to introduce children to the wonderful world of 
gardening, including classroom teachers. Access to a garden or garden beds is helpful but many of the activities 
can be done in the classroom and on the schoolyard. The primary goals of Nature’s Classroom are to help youth 
connect with the natural world by discovering where food really comes from, learn how to grow their own food, 
and develop awareness about environmental issues and social responsibility. 

The materials have been organized into a series of 5 workshops which are based on the idea that food 
production occurs in a cycle: soil is prepared, seeds are planted, plants grow, plants are harvested, food is 
prepared and eaten, and food waste is returned to the soil. The Nature’s Classroom curriculum has been 
designed to align with British Columbia’s Prescribed Learning Outcomes. Content and materials link across 
Science, Social Studies, and Health Education. 

Langley Environmental Partners Society is committed to supporting educators in bringing environmental 
education into the classroom and schools. We would appreciate hearing about your experiences using the 
Nature’s Classroom materials. 

Feel free to contact us with comments, feedback or questions at: education@tol.ca. 
         

Sincerely,

The Nature’s Classroom Team
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WELCOME MESSAGE FROM ENVISION FINANCIAL

At Envision Financial, we’re committed to making a real difference in the financial lives of our members and 
a meaningful difference in our local communities. That’s why we’re proud to partner with Maples Discovery 
Gardens Co-op and Langley Environmental Partners Society to bring Nature’s Classroom to local students for a 
third straight year.
 
This 12 week program offers a unique outdoor learning experience to students in grades three to seven. During 
the program, students will grow their own food while learning about the food cycle, vegetable gardening, 
soil, composting and the local watershed and ecosystem of Latimer Creek. At the conclusion of the program, 
the vegetables will be donated to the Langley Food Bank. Nature’s Classroom is closely aligned to The Full 
Cupboard, Envision Financial’s new community program designed to raise food, funds and awareness for local 
food banks. Through this innovative program, Envision Financial has committed to raising at least $1 million for 
local food banks over the next 10 years.
   
Envision Financial is a division of First West Credit Union, BC’s third-largest credit union, with 40 branches and 
29 insurance offices throughout the province operating under the Envision Financial, Valley First and Enderby 
& District Financial brands. Led by Launi Skinner, First West has $7.1 billion in assets under administration, 
more than 171,000 members and close to 1,300 employees. For eight years running, Envision was named one 
of the 50 Best Employers in Canada. For its extensive community involvement, Envision Financial is designated 
a Caring Company by Imagine Canada. For more information, visit envisionfinancial.ca.
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INTRODUCTION 

Nature’s Classroom began as a pilot project at Maples Discovery Gardens Co-op located in the Township of 
Langley. The Board of Directors at Maples, including Maples Gardener Bruce Van Garderen, felt a need to 
reach out to youth in the community to inspire a love of gardening and a passion for healthy eating. Maples 
Discovery Gardens Co-op’s purpose is to engage community groups and the community at large to participate 
in programs that advance and sustain health & wellness, enhance food security, promote environmentally 
friendly activities, and provide an intergenerational component with seniors and youth to create a healthy 
community by nature. 

After receiving support for the project from Envision Financial, Bruce sought out Langley Environmental 
Partners Society (LEPS) to help make the Maples’ dream of a gardening program for Langley youth a reality. 
Langley Environmental Partners Society (LEPS) is a non-profit, partnership-driven organization founded in 1993, 
to achieve the mission of “protecting and restoring the natural environment through education, cooperation 
and action.” 

LEPS designed the curriculum for Nature’s Classroom based on many years experience with developing and 
delivering educational workshops for Langley schools on various themes within environmental stewardship. 
LEPS also provided project coordination by leading all of the Nature’s Classroom workshops at Maples 
Discovery Garden Co-op.  

In the Spring of 2011, LEPS invited select Langley schools to participate in the pilot phase of Nature’s 
Classroom. A total of 160 students from three different schools attended a series of workshops bi-weekly at 
Maples garden over a three month period. Everyone involved in the pilot project was amazed at the students’ 
enthusiasm to learn about gardening. 

This project would not have been possible without the generous support of Envision Financial. Thanks to 
Envision Financial for helping to bring Nature’s Classroom to life and inspiring Langley’s youth to have healthy 
lifestyles.  
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NATURE’S CLASSROOM GOALS

		 •	To provide youth with the opportunity to discover where food really comes from
	
	 •	To help youth develop food security skills through growing their own food

	 •	To educate youth about the importance of keeping the environment free of pesticides and pollutants
		
	 •	To inform youth about the importance of soil and its components
 
 • To help youth develop an awareness of social responsibility by growing and donating food to the local  
  Food Bank
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GARDEN ETIQUETTE

Please spend a few minutes going over these guidelines with your students prior to their first visit to the 
garden. Brainstorm with students the purpose of these guidelines.

	 •	Always walk while in the garden;

	 •	Stay on the paths and off the garden beds;

	 •	Follow instructions for using tools properly and ask before using;

	 •	Respect each other and the plants and animals in the garden;

	 •	Stay within the specified boundaries.
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WORKSHOP OUTLINE FOR NATURE’S CLASSROOM

Sequence Title Summary Duration 
(minutes)

Workshop One Spuds, Sprouts, and 
Spades

Students learn about the life-
cycle of plants and develop food 
growing skills.

90

Workshop Two You Say Dirt, I Say Soil! Students learn about the com-
ponents of a soil ecosystem. 
Prepare garden beds.

90

Workshop Three Priming, Planting, and 
Patience

Students plant gardens. 90

Workshop Four Growing, Pollinating, 
Watering, Weeding, and 
Staying Healthy

Students learn about photo-
synthesis, pollination, and crop 
maintenance. 

90 - 120

*Optional*
Workshop Five 

Streaming Along Students learn about healthy
watersheds through water quality
testing, aquatic insect sampling 
and salmon lifecycles.

90

Workshop Six Let’s Eat! – A Harvest 
Celebration

Students harvest food from their 
gardens and prepare a healthy 
meal.

90
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Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades
***This workshop has been adapted from the Seed to Plate Workshop series offered by LEPS***

TIME 90 minutes

SETUP This workshop has 3 stations that students rotate through therefore 3 station leaders are required. If 
there is only 1 leader available the entire class can go through each station together. 

OBJECTIVES
		 	 •	To develop students’ understanding of the plant cycle
		 	 •	To develop students’ skills in growing food
	 	 •	To further develop students’ understanding of how food grows

INTRODUCTION         10 minutes
Outline the expectations and guidelines for garden use to students. Ask them to give examples of   
guidelines, such as: 

•  Walk while in the garden
•  Stay on paths, off garden beds (talk about what happens to grass that gets walked on all the time)
•  Ask before using any tool or harvesting any crops
•  Respect each other, plants and animals
•  Boundaries of the garden area

Go over the outline of the day’s activities and how the station rotations will work. Briefly introduce each  
station leader, where each station is and when rotations will occur. 

•  Begin with a tour of the garden and then break into groups. 
•  Station 1: Seeds
•  Station 2: Plants – Parts and Processes
•  Station 3: Making Newspaper Seedling Pots 

Divide class into 3 groups and have students rotate through the 3 stations.
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STATION 1: SEEDS  

Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades
TIME 25 minutes

MATERIALS
   Image of bean life cycle (Fig. 1)
   Inside of seed diagram (Fig. 2)
   Corn kernels
   Lima beans or cherry tomatoes for dissection
   Plastic knives and cutting boards
   Pencils
   Clipboards
   Tweezers
   Magnifying glasses
   Student Handout: Quadrant Observation Form

DISCUSSION
Seeds are tiny but significant! They represent the beginning of a plant’s life cycle. There are many different 
types of seeds and all of them are unique. Today we are going to look at some bean seeds, tomato seeds and 
corn seeds.  

Discuss the bean plant life cycle – ask what happens to the seed as it grows using the bean life cycle diagram 
(Figure 1).  

Give each student one bean. Demonstrate how to take apart a bean seed by first removing the seed coat and 
then carefully pulling apart the two sides of the seed.

• Peel off the outer skin or seed coat
• Split the bean into half lengthwise
• Identify the following parts: seed coat (outer protection); embryo (part that will grow into the   
 plant); root system and shoot system (that will grown from the embryo); food (surrounds the   
 embryo for use until it is big enough to produce it owns food)
• On Quadrant Observation Form, draw inside of bean labelling the parts they can see (title drawing  
 “inside of bean”). Show students fig. 2 to assist with labelling. Remind students to record their   
 observations. 

Explain that the bean is a dicot, meaning it has two cotyledons (2 seed leaves). As it grows the cotyledons will 
turn green and begin absorbing the sun’s rays.  

Give each student a whole corn seed and one that is cut in half (by you). Explain that the corn seed doesn’t 
easily split because it only has one cotyledon that provides nourishment for the embryo. We call this a 
monocotyledon (1 seed leaf). 
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Compare seeds from wet fruits. Give each student a cherry tomato. Ask them to record or explain in 
observations section how this “fruit” is different from the bean pod “fruit”. 

Then demonstrate how to cut the tomato in half. Allow students to cut their tomato in half. Give students time 
to draw one half of the tomato (label and add title “inside of tomato”) and record observations.

  
Figure 1: Image of Bean Life Cycle

Source: http://www.pilgrim.lincs.sch.uk/bean.html

Figure 2: Inside of Seed Diagram 
Source: http://www.caribbeanedu.com/kewl/science/science05.asp
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Station 2: Plant Parts and Processes 
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades

TIME 25 minutes

MATERIALS
  Plant parts diagram (Fig. 3)
  Parts of a flowering plant (daffodils or tulips work well)
  Blank paper and marker pens
  A Plant Story

DISCUSSION
Ask students “What is a cycle?” Discuss. Examples: day to night, a school year, the moons, the seasons,   
a plant life. 

Have students take a piece of blank paper and draw a large circle on it. Explain this circle represents the life 
cycle of a plant. Have them put the word SEEDS somewhere on their cycle and draw pictures of seeds. Read 
to them A Plant Story and have students write the stages around the edge of their cycle (seeds sprout, plants 
grow bigger, plants flower and reproduce, plants die, plants decompose). Students can add colour and more 
detail later.

Next, look at the different parts of a plant using a diagram or a real cut flower as an example. Depending on 
the materials you have available, give each student a whole flower, a diagram of a flower or a piece of a flower.

Ask students to determine what part they have and what the plant uses it for. As the students come forward to 
add their piece of cut flower to create a whole plant, stop at each part for detailed discussion on its use:

• Roots - bring nutrients and water into plant
• Stem - support and structure
• Leaves - photosynthesis
• Petals - attract pollinators
• Stamen - situated around the style, the stamen is the male part of plant; they are covered in the   
 flower’s own pollen. 
• Pistil/Style - long central stem of a flower, which is the female part of plant with a sticky end that   
 catches the pollen grains  
* Mnemonic for plant parts: stamen = male; pistil = lady = female

Briefly discuss photosynthesis (this will be looked at in more detail in later workshop) when looking at the 
leaves – why are they green?

• Plants take carbon dioxide from the air and water from the soil, and use sunlight to join them    
 together to make sugar based food. 
• Oxygen is released as a waste product and humans need this to breathe.
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Briefly discuss pollination (this will be looked at in more detail in later workshop)
• Petals: attract pollinators, such as a bee, that will land on a plant, pollen from the stamen will land on   
 the bees back
• Stamen: situated around the style, the stamen is the male part of plant, which are covered in the   
 flower’s own pollen. 
• Style: long central stem of a flower, which is the female part of plant with a sticky end that catches the  
 pollen grains
• Pollinators: such as bees and butterflies are attracted to the flower of a plant, and act to move pollen   
 from the stamen to the style. Toxic chemicals on plants can be harmful to insects, and without insects  
 most pollination cannot happen!

Figure 3: Plant Parts
Source: http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/petal_01
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Station 3: Planting
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades

TIME 25 minutes

MATERIALS
   Gloves (optional)
   Potting Soil (good quality seed starting mix is recommended)
   Watering cans or spray bottles (filled with water)
   Seeds to be planted - tomato and parsley 
   Newspaper (cut into 2.5 in wide strips)
   Paper pot moulds (can use tomato paste can or pop can)
   Masking tape
   Sharpies
   4 in plastic pots

DISCUSSION
	 •		Discuss seed requirements by asking students to brainstorm what seeds need to grow. Discuss things 

like food, light, water, heat as well as monitoring and attention to make sure they are getting all of these 
requirements. Mention some more unique requirements such as seeds that require a period of darkness to 
germinate and some that require heat from a forest fire. 

Part 1:  Planting Tomato Seeds at the garden (other types of seeds can be substituted) 
• Re-iterate the germination needs of seeds discussed above in the context of setting up a bed (in   
 garden, in a container, etc) to plant the seeds. Discuss drainage to ensure adequate water, good  
 potting soil to provide the food, warmth, darkness, light, etc.  Ask students for suggestions and help  
 with identifying a good location and preparing the site.
• Prepare for planting by adding potting mix or compost to the garden or container. Pre-moisten your  
 potting mix slightly before planting by getting students to moisten and mix.
• Plant seeds about 7mm deep (poke index finger in soil up to first knuckle) and cover. Seeds should  
 emerge in about 3-5 days at a temperature of 24 - 27C degrees (min 10C /max 35C). 
• Discuss what the requirements of young plant are compared to seeds. Do they need more water, more  
 nutrients and more light. Do they need darkness? 
• Depending on your specific growing situation (greenhouse, garden bed, container) maintain the   
 correct growing conditions for the plants. Make sure to clearly label or mark the area where the seeds  
 were planted to ensure they can grow uninhibited and students are able to identify their tomato  
 plants. These plants can be taken home during the workshop five of Nature’s Classroom.  
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Part 2:  Newspaper Seedling Pots
 •  Show students how to roll half a newspaper page into a biodegradable pot. Using a round object as  
  a mould (such as the bottom of a pop can) wrap the newspaper around the object, fold the bottom  
  edges together to form the base of your pot, and ease the paper pot off the mould. The width of the  
  newspaper piece will determine how deep the pot will be. Masking tape may be needed to fasten the  
  bottom or sides of the newspaper pot.   

 • Fill pot with soil, moisten but do not add too much water, make indentation in soil (up to first knuckle  
  on index finger), place parsley seeds (or other substitute) and cover with soil. 
 •  Make sure to clearly label each pot with masking tape and a marker so that students can take their pot  
  home at the end of the workshop. These make excellent Mother’s Day or Father’s Day gifts. 

If time permits:
Discuss transplanting and hardening off.

CONCLUSION          5 minutes
After students visit all 3 stations form one large group again. Quickly review the main concepts discussed at 
each station. Ask the student’s what their favourite was. Discuss what is going to happen in the coming few 
weeks/months. In the next workshop, students will learn about the needs of plants in the garden and prepare 
their garden beds.
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Station 1: Seeds 
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades

STUDENT HANDOUT           NAME: ______________________

Quadrant Observation Form

1. Detailed diagram (the drawing should fill this 
space and include appropriate labels).

2. Observations (in point form list colour, shape, 
texture etc).

1. Detailed diagram (the drawing should fill this 
space and include appropriate labels).

2. Observations (in point form list colour, shape, 
texture etc).

Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning.” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Station 2: Plant Parts and Processes 
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades

 A Plant Story
Resource: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning.” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.

Plants go through most of the same stages of life as humans and other animals.

	 	 Seeds sprout. Flowering plants all begin as embryos or baby plants that are inside of seeds. The plant 
embryo needs air, water, food, and the right temperature to begin to sprout and grow roots, stems, and 
leaves.

	 	 Plants grow bigger. All green plants use the sun’s energy to convert water (from the ground) and carbon 
dioxide (from the air) into sugars and other carbon compounds that they use to build new plant cells and 
grow. This process is called “photosynthesis” (photo = light, synthesis = build).

	 	 Plants flower and reproduce. Once flowering plants reach maturity, they begin to form flowers that are 
the reproductive part of the plant. Some plants form only one flower, while others form many flowers.

	 	 Flowers have female parts that contain the ovules (eggs) and male parts that contain the pollen (sperm).

	 	 For reproduction to occur the pollen must be transferred from the male part of the flower to the female 
part through a process called “pollination”. This commonly happens by wind insect or human assistance.

			 Once a flower has been pollinated, the pollen joins with the ovule in a process called “fertilization”. The 
fertilized ovules will grow and become seeds that are contained and protected inside a fruit. Thus, both 
fruit and seeds form from parts of the original flower. These fruits and their seeds are eaten by animals or 
drop to the ground and grow a new plant.

	 	 Plants die. Plants that reach old age or are diseased will die. As plants wither, their seed pods or fruits 
usually are scattered so that they can begin to grow a new plant. Some plants called “annuals”, only live 
and produce flowers, fruits, and seeds for one season. Other plants called “perennials”, can live to flower 
and produce fruit and seeds for many years.

	 	 Plants decompose. After a plant dies, the fungi and bacteria living in the soil begin to break down or 
“decompose” the plant material. The decomposed plant matter returns the carbon and other elements 
used to build its cells to the soil. In doing so it adds many nutrients into the soil that help to nourish new 
seedlings (young plants). 

Note that not all plants reproduce via flowers. There are plants that produce their seeds in cones (such as 
pines, firs, and other conifers) instead of in flowers. The cones on these plants go through a similar pollination 
and fertilization process to produce their seeds. 
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Workshop Two: You Say Dirt, I Say Soil!

TIME: 90 minutes

SETUP This workshop has 3 stations that students rotate through therefore 3 station leaders are required.  
If there is only 1 leader available the entire class can go through each station together. 

OBJECTIVES
   • Define topsoil and explain the importance of topsoil for all living things
   • Identify the major components of healthy soil
   • Define an ecosystem
   • Explain why soil is an ecosystem
   • Explain impact of urban growth, and pollution on arable land 

INTRODUCTION          10 minutes 
Outline expectations for using the garden 

• Stay on paths, off garden beds (give ex. of grass that gets walked on all the time)
• Tell them they will be using some gardening tools today so care needs to be taken to use them  
 properly
• Respect each other and plants and animals

Go over the outline of the day’s activities and how the station rotations will work (i.e station leaders, station 
locations and when to rotate). 

• Activity 1: What if the Earth was an Apple? 
• Activity 2: Sensory Wake Up Circle
• Activity 3: Soil Doctors 

Activity 1: What if the Earth was an Apple?
Adapted from:  “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning.” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.

TIME 15 minutes

MATERIALS
   Apple
  Cutting board 
  Knife
   Table

  • Ask students to form a circle around the demonstration table. Show students an apple and tell them to  
 pretend that the apple is the Earth. Let them know that during this presentation they should be thinking  
 about where our food comes from and what is necessary to food to grow. 
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	 	 •	Have a student volunteer cut the apple in quarters or do it yourself if students are too young. Hold up  
 three quarters and ask what they think this represents–land or water? (Answer: water) And what type of  
 water does it represent – fresh or salt? (Answer: salt) 

  • The remaining one quarter represents the portion of the Earth that is land. Have another volunteer  
 cut this quarter in half and set one half aside. Ask what fraction this piece is? (Answer: 1/8). Tell   
 the students that this 1/8th represents the areas that are uninhabitable and get examples from students  
 of uninhabitable areas (i.e. glaciers, deserts, mountaintops, etc).

  • The remaining 1/8th represents where people live. Have another volunteer cut this piece into 4 slices  
 and set three aside. These three pieces (3/32) represent land that cannot be cultivated for food.   
 Ask the students for examples (i.e. houses, golf courses, movie theatres, parking lots, toxic chemicals,  
 Alberta oil sands) Emphasize how much of Earth’s land has been paved over or polluted and is   
 considered uninhabitable. 

  • The remaining 1/32 of the apple represents the portion of earth that is able to grow food. Peel the skin  
 off this apple. Tell them the skin represents all the topsoil in which food can grow on the planet Earth.  

  • Discuss why topsoil so important with the students. You can think of this thin layer as protecting all  
 life on this planet. Without nutrients, water, and air in topsoil plants cannot grow and be healthy. And  
 without plants there would be no people. (Note: Depending on the age of students ask them about the  
 movie WALL E . WALL E was searching for plants and without plants there would be no people. 

      Activity 2: Sensory Wake-up Circle 
Adapted from: “Get Outdoors! An Educator’s Guide to Outdoor Classrooms” Written by Sue Staniforth.

    
TIME 5 minutes
 • We are going to be using our senses to look at the topsoil in your garden plots so we need to wake them  
  up! Tell everyone to rub their hands together until they feel them getting hot, ask students what sense/ 
  sensation they are experiencing. 
	 •	Tell students to put their warm hands over their ears and watch you for the cue to take them off, when they 

remove their hands ask them to listen for 5 new sounds that they hadn’t noticed before.
		 •	Tell everyone to rub their hands together again and explain that this time we are going to put our warm 

hands over our eyes and count to 10, when we remove our hands look for 5 new things in the garden, 
remind students to look at different levels

	 •	Tell students to rub their hands together again then plug their noses for 5 secs, removing hands and looking  
 for new smells

	 •	Tell students to rub their hands together again and ask students which sense we forgot (sense of taste), tell 
students to cover their mouths with their hands and that the sense of taste is the only sense we will not be 
using today!
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Activity 3: Soil Doctors
Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning.” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.

TIME 15 minutes

MATERIALS
   Handout - Evaluate your Topsoil (can be completed in the classroom)
  pH strips 
  pH colour chart (Fig. 4)
  2 Soil samples from garden plots prepared ahead of time (place soil in a jar and mix with  
  water, allow to sit for 24 hours)
 
Tell students they will now become soil doctors to examine the soil from their garden plots and determine if 
anything needs to be added for optimal plant growth. 

	 •	Bring out the soil samples that were prepared ahead of time. Explain to the students how the samples 
were collected and how long they were allowed to sit. Show students the soil samples and tell them how 
they were prepared, explain pH to students and tell them that plants like a pH range of 6 -7.5 

	 •	Have 6 student volunteers test the pH of each soil sample (3 students for each sample) and compare it to 
the chart, discuss findings 

	 •	Bring students to their garden plot, have them pick up a handful of soil and smell it, ask them what they 
think good soil should smell like (should smell like soil) 

	 •	Then have them try to form the soil into a ball ask them what this means (if it stays in a ball it’s too wet) 

	 •	Talk about worms, ask students why they are good for soil (decompose plant material, worm castings 
(poop) provides nutrients, aerate soil by moving) 

	 •	Talk about other microbes and nutrients in the soil and decide if their soil looks good.
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Fig. 4: pH Colour Chart
Source: http://www.laboratoryanalysis.co.uk/item/600/soil-indicator-colour-chart
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Activity 4: Compost
TIME 15 minutes 
 
MATERIALS
   Diagram of compost layers (make a drawing showing alternating layers of green (organic   
   waste), black(soil or compost), and blue (water))
   Compost thermometer (stick in pile an hour before workshop)
   Sample foods (fruit, veggies, meat, bones, bread, rice)

	 •	Ask students if anyone can describe what compost is and why it is important for gardeners?
	 •	Discuss what types of stuff should go into compost and what things should not. Use sample foods from 

compost bin to show examples, have students decide if each item in the bin should go in the compost pile 
(ex. Veggies and fruit YES, Meat and Bones NO)

	 •	Measure compost temperature and discuss why the temperature of compost is important. Compost needs 
to be HOT to speed decomposition by bacteria. 

Alternative Activity: Make a Compost Cake 
Source: “The Growing Classroom: Garden-Based Science” Written by Roberta Jaffe and Gary Appel.

	 •	Activity can be done as a large group or in partners if materials and time are available
	 •	Layer newspaper (Brown), food scraps or garden waste (Green), soil (Black), and water (Blue)
	 •	Alternate layers in large pile or in small containers if doing this activity in pairs
	 •	Layers: Black, Blue, Brown, Blue, Green, Blue, etc.

Activity 5: Soil Amendments - Preparing Garden Beds
TIME 25 minutes

MATERIALS
   Garden tools (shovels, rakes, hoes, spades, tiller, hand tools for weeding)
   Gloves (optional)
   Wheelbarrows
   Soil amendments (kelp, high quality soil mix, compost, manure, sand, rock dust)

	 •	Show students how to use tools properly explain that tool use is a privilege and that tools are expensive to 
replace

	 •	Have students remove weeds in garden plot and then work topsoil being careful not to go deeper than 12 cm
	 •	Add appropriate soil amendments, mix, and rake to form a smooth surface that is ready for planting

CONCLUSION          5 minutes
	 •	Review key concepts
	 •	Tell students that in the next workshop they will be planting gardens
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Workshop 2: Soil Doctors (pg. 1)

STUDENT HANDOUT NAME: ____________________

Evaluate Your Topsoil

What colour is your 
soil?

What does this 
mean?

What do you 
need to do to help 
plants grow well?

What is your soil’s 
texture? Put some 

soil in your hand and 
squeeze it and roll it 

around.

What does your soil 
smell like?

pH Test
What is the pH of your 

soil? 

Soil Nutrients
Nitrogen (N)
Phosphorous (P)
Potassium (K)

Adapted from: “Get Growing! Acti viti es For Food and Garden Learning” Edited by: Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat. 15



Workshop 2: Soil Doctors (pg. 2)
Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities For Food and Garden Learning” Edited by: Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.

Colour
The darker the colour of your soil the more organic matter it contains. Most vegetables grow well in soil that is 
high in organic matter. 

	 •	Reddish Brown – the soil has adequate air and good drainage.
	 •	Grayish or Blue-Green – the soil is continuously wet and may have a high clay content. That’s not good  
  for most garden plants so you’ll need to add some sand for better drainage.
	 •	Yellowish – the soil is imperfectly drained.
	 •	Mottling or streaking – a sign of seasonal or periodic drainage problems. 

Texture (how soil feels when you hold it in your hand):
Soil should feel loose and spongy and crumble easily in your hand. 

	 •	If soil stays balled then it is too wet or too clay-y and you’ll need to add some sand for drainage.
	 •	If it feels porous like beach sand then you’ll need to add more organic matter.
	 •	If it feels sticky like modeling clay then you’ll need to add both organic matter and sand.

Smell
Healthy soil has a rich earthy smell. It doesn’t stink.
	
	 •	If it stinks then it usually means that the soil in not getting enough air and/or that the water is not  
  draining. Adding some sand will help.

Soil pH
Most plants like a neutral to slightly acidic soil so a pH range of 6 to 7.5 is ideal. 

	 •	Alkaline soils (pH higher than 7.5) need added Brown materials (bark, shredded leaves, aged manure,  
 compost)

	 •	Acidic soils (pH lower than 6) need bone meal, wood ash, or lime.

Soil Nutrients
The balance of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium is essential for strong healthy plants.

	 •	Low nitrogen needs blood meal, or fish meal. A cover crop of legumes (beans) can be grown in the fall  
  and mixed into the soil.
	 •	Low phosphorous needs bone meal, compost, or wood ash.
	 •	Low potassium needs manure, compost, rock dust, or wood ash
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Workshop Three: Priming, Planting and Patience

TIME: 90 minutes

Note: To facilitate planting of the garden space students should be split into 3 groups. Ideally each 
group will have 20 minutes to execute the garden plan. It is a good idea to have most of the garden 
laid out ahead of time. The other groups will rotate or move as one group through the other activities 
depending on availability of leaders.

OBJECTIVE
Students will plant garden beds

Notes on planting: Students may wish to come up with their own garden bed designs or create a single design 
for the class. One of the goals of Nature’s Classroom is teaching youth social responsibility so the focus is on 
growing fresh, local vegetables for the local Food Bank. People at the Langley Food Bank recommended root 
crops over fresh greens because they keep longer.

Planting DO’s and DON’Ts

DO DON’T
Plant a mix of root crops and fresh greens DON’T Try to plant too many different things. 

You will have more success if you remember, 
“less is more!”

Look for fast growing, early season varieties DON’T Forget to water
Add some edible flowers to fight pests and make 
the garden attractive

DON’T Forget to weed

Use transplants when possible to shorten the 
growing time

DON’T Forget to mark rows and label with date 
and variety

Consult a local seed guide for advice on what to 
plant and when

DON’T Forget to have fun!!

Steer clear of invasive plants and chose heirloom 
varieties

Suggested plants:
Potatoes    Spinach   Peas (if trellis available)
Radishes    Broccoli   Bush beans
Lettuce    Nasturtiums
June-bearing strawberries  Calendula
Carrots     Marigolds
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INTRODUCTION         15 minutes
	 •	Outline expectations for using the garden (respect for materials and other people, proper tool use). Explain 

that today is a working day and perhaps the most important workshop because they will be planting their 
garden. 

	 •	Ask students: how do we know when it is time to plant outside? Soil Temp, Seed Catalogues, Weather 
charts

	 •	Explain the importance of keeping a journal (knowing what was planted and when) and regular garden 
maintenance: watering, weeding

	 •	Show students different ways to plant:
• Plant in rows, plant in a square (depending on the type of plant a different number of plants will   
 fit in a square);
• Mark their planting area using bamboo stakes and/or string;
• Holes for seeds need to be twice as deep as the seed is long;
• If planting seeds, fill seed hole with vermiculite, add seed then cover over with dirt; 
• Dig out a hole for transplants, fill with a little bit of good quality potting soil, place plant in hole   
 and firm soil around plant;
• Water lightly.

Background Information (for educator)   
Designing the garden gives students the opportunity to practice mapping skills and a purpose to research 
information about specific plants. Plants need to be rotated. If the same plants are always grown in the same 
soil, disease organisms can build up, and the soil can be depleted of certain nutrients. The roots of each plant 
grow to different depths, and each plant consequently has different spacing requirements. Consult the West 
Coast Seeds Gardening Guide (or other another local seed catalogue for your area) for spacing information.  

Activity 1: Plant Spacing

TIME variable; can be made to fit any timeline

Brainstorm with students the following questions: 
	 •	When plants grow, do they all look the same? 
	 •	What are some differences? 
	 •	What are some plants needs we should consider when planning our garden? (space, sunlight, root depth, 

height)
	 •	How can we find out specific needs of each type of plant? (seed packets, seed catalogs, garden books) 
	 •	To make a map of our garden plan, what other information do we need? (size of plot, how much light it gets) 
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Too Crowded!
	 •	Divide the class into 5 - 6 groups.
	 •	Assign each group a type of plant (eg. tomatoes, carrots, lettuce, radishes, strawberries, potatoes include  

 spacing requirements on card) 
	 •	Have each group gather in a small space, each huddled in a ball, and then ask them to stretch out slowly  

 to their full height. How do they feel? Do they think they could each get enough food and water? Ask  
 them to turn to the sun. Do they think they would each get enough sunlight? How could they change  
 their spacing so that everyone is happy?

Activity 2A: Planting the Garden

TIME variable; can be made to fit any timeline

MATERIALS   
   Trowels
   Gloves
   Compost/Vermiculite/Potting Soil
   Watering Cans
   Seeds/seedlings to be planted 
   Rakes
   Markers (wooden posts)

	 •		Students and teacher will work together to divide the space, mark out the rows by making trenches or  
 using a marker to show where plant will go (it’s best to do some of this ahead of time)

	 •	Transplant seedlings (if available)

Activity 2B: Planting Potatoes

TIME variable; can be made to fit any timeline
MATERIALS
  Newspaper
  Flour
  Popsicle sticks (to spread glue)
  Plastic bowls (to mix glue in)
  ¼ cup measure
  Pencils
  Rulers
  Lettuce or radish seeds
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	 •	Students will be introduced to the concept of asexual/vegetative reproduction
	 •	Ask how do plants reproduce? Most students will say flowers, tell students that this is an example of sexual 

reproduction but plants also reproduce using asexual/vegetative reproduction, potatoes are an example 
  of this
	 •	Show students a seed potato and explain how it can be cut into approx 4 pieces and each piece will make 

approx 4 potatoes. We must wait about a day after we cut the potato for it to callous over, ask why – 
otherwise it will be more susceptible to disease and pests.

	 •	Students will turn over and rake soil along a line where potatoes will be planted
	 •	Using a potato planting tool (big stick) students will make a hole in the ground, add potting soil and place 

potato in the hole, fill hole with dirt and continue planting along line.

Activity 3: Making Seed Tape
Adapted from: “Get Growing – Activities for Food and Garden Learning” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat, pg 142.

TIME variable; can be made to fit any timeline 

MATERIALS
  Newspaper
 Flour
 Popsicle sticks (to spread glue)
 Plastic bowls (to mix glue in)
 ¼ cup measure
 Pencils
 Rulers
 Lettuce or radish seeds

	 •	Students will be working with a partner
	 •	Cut newspaper into 2 cm wide strips
	 •	Students use a ruler and pencil to mark where seeds should be placed (check seed packet for instructions)
	 •	Make a flour and water paste (use 60 ml of flour and add water slowly stirring until glue consistency is 

reached
	 •	Place a small amount of paste in each pencil mark and one seed 
	 •	Allow tape to dry and plant seed side up at the depth specified on the seed packet

Activity 4: Garden Maintenance

	 •	Students can do some weeding if established gardens are present
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WORKSHOP 3: EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Activity 5: Rainbow Chips
Source: “Get Outdoors: An Educator’s Guide to Outdoor Classrooms” Written and compiled by Sue Staniforth, pg. 43. 

TIME variable; can be as short or long as desired

MATERIALS
   Various colours of paint chips

	 •	Tell students that they will be honing their observation skills, they will be given a paint chip and they have 
to match it to something living in the garden, give boundaries, and tell them not to pick what they find

	 •	Divide students into partners and give them 10 minutes 
	 •	After students match their first chip they can exchange it for another colour 

Activity 6: Forest Cologne
Source: “Get Outdoors: An Educator’s Guide to Outdoor Classrooms” Written and compiled by Sue Staniforth, pg 45. 

TIME variable; can be as short or long as desired

MATERIALS
   Small paper cups

	 •	Students will hone their sense of smell 
	 •	Tell students that they will be creating their own perfume by using the scents from things that are growing 

around them.
	 •	Students can collect samples no larger than their fingernails to put in their cups
	 •	Tip: Tell students to rub the sample between their fingers to release more of the scent
	 •	Form a circle and pass samples around the circle giving everyone a chance to smell each sample
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Inch by Inch, Row by Row
Supplemental Lesson Plan

***This lesson is done in-class by the teacher following their first visit to the garden***
Objectives
	 •	To combine several skills to create a garden design, including research, mapping and drawing to scale.
	 •	Students will learn about needs of plants and consider plant needs when planning their garden beds

Curriculum Connection
	 •	Social Studies
	 •	English Language Arts 
	 •	Mathematics
	 •	Science

Key Concepts/Vocabulary
	 •	Intercropping
	 •	Companion planting
	 •	Germination
	 •	Scientific (or botanical) name
	 •	Heirloom

MATERIALS
  Copies of seed packets and a seed catalogues  
  List of potential plants to grow 
  Dimensions of garden plot
  Graph paper
  Ruler
  Chart Paper
  Copies of Our Garden Seed List 

Background Information   
Designing the garden gives students the opportunity to practice mapping skills and a purpose to research 
information about specific plants. Plants need to be rotated. If the same plants are always grown in the same 
soil, disease organisms can build up, and the soil can be depleted of certain nutrients. The roots of each plant 
grow to different depths, and each plant consequently has different spacing requirements. Consult the West 
Coast Seeds Gardening Guide for spacing information.  
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INTRODUCTION
Brainstorm the following questions with students: 
	 •	When plants grow, do they all look the same? 
	 •	What are some differences? 
	 •	What are some plants needs we should consider when planning our garden? (space, sunlight, root depth, 

height)
	 •	How can we find out specific needs of each type of plant? (seed packets, seed catalogs, garden books) 
	 •	To make a map of our garden plan, what other information do we need?

Activity: KWL
 
	 •	Students divide a paper into 3 columns, labelled (from left to right) K, W, L. Ask students to write   

 everything they know about seeds and planting seeds, then ask them what they have wondered about, 
  finally give students the handout with the example of a Snap Peas seed package and have them fill out  
 what they learned.

	 •	To review go over the overhead Preparing to Plant: Reading Seed Packets. Then have students complete  
 the handout: Reading Seed Packets: A Review.

Activity: Planning the Garden

Give instructions for each group (below) and then have students work in their groups. Each group will need 
one copy of the Vegetable Planting Chart for Coastal BC, graph paper, and a list of potential plants to be grown. 

Group 1 will draw the size and shape of the garden to scale on the graph paper, orienting it to the compass 
directions and showing all permanent features, such as trees and buildings. Note: Plants grow best when 
planted in a N → S direction.

Group 2 will create a list of the plants to be grown according to height. They should first make a bar graph, 
with the plant height on the y-axis and the plant name on the x-axis and use the graph to create their list. 
Students may use the copies of seed packets to create their list.

Group 3 will create a list of compatible plants to be grown by filling out three columns: name of plant, 
companion plant, and antagonistic plant. They may use the copy of the companion planting guide for 
reference.

Group 4 will list the space requirements of each type of plant using the copies of seed packets and Our Garden 
Seed List handout. They will indicate on graph paper the space requirements by shading the number of cm that 
the mature plant needs. 

Group 5 will research the needs of tomatoes (to be grown in the greenhouse) and potatoes (to be planted in a 
separate plot).
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Compiler Group – representatives from each group will meet to create a single garden map on large chart 
paper, they may make an additional small map of the potato garden showing spacing requirements. They will 
present their results to the rest of the class. 

Suggested alternative methods for planning the garden:
	 •	Make 5 groups and have each person responsible for one of the 5 roles listed above. 5 different garden   

 maps will be created and the class can vote on the one they like best.
	 •	Have each group of students responsible for a different vegetable, researching its growing requirements   

 and charting on graph paper. As a class, design a garden plan based on the findings of each group. 
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Inch by Inch, Row by Row               Name: _________________________

        Division: _______________________

Our Garden Seed List

What 
colour or 
variety?

Indicate 
with an N 
the plants 
that are tall 
and should 
go on the 
north side of 
the garden.

Sow seeds outside 
or use transplants
(seeds sown inside)?
Indicate with an O 
or T.

How far apart 
should rows 
be?
(cm)

How far 
apart in the 
row should 
seeds be 
spaced?
(cm)

Roots
1. 
2. 
3. 

Shoots
1.
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Fruits
1. Strawberries T  1 row 45 cm

Seeds
1. 
2. 
3. 

Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities For Food and Garden Learning”, Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Workshop Four: Growing, Pollinating, Watering, Weeding, Staying Healthy

TIME: 90 minutes

OBJECTIVES
	 •	Define photosynthesis and explain its function in plant growth and development

	 •	Explain the role of pollination and its role in plant reproduction

	 •	Identify pollinators and the role of insects

	 •	Explain the role of water in plant growth and describe the process of transpiration

	 •	Describe weeds, identify and remove common weeds

	 •	Thin crops

INTRODUCTION         5 minutes 
•	Outline expectations for using the garden (respect for materials and other people)
•	Check on garden plots and greenhouse plants (if applicable)

Activity 1: Photosynthesis
TIME 10 minutes 

MATERIALS
   Photosynthesis word cards (9 cards including math signs, label individual cards with the parts of  
   the following equation: WATER + SUN + CARBON DIOXIDE = OXYGEN + SUGAR)
   Student Handout – Photosynthesis in Process
 

•		Discuss photosynthesis. Plants are only living things able to use the energy of sunlight to make food. Ask  
 students if anyone knows what this process is called? 
•		Photosynthesis happens inside the chloroplasts which are small structures inside plant cells. Chloroplasts  
 have chlorophyll inside of them which makes them green. Ask older students if animal cells have   
 chloroplast, and if not how do animal cells make energy? (Answer: mitochondrion)
•		Ask for student volunteer to hold up photosynthesis cards discussing as we go. We know that plants  
 need photosynthesis to help them grow so how can we help the plants in the garden get lots of light  
 energy? Plant rows North to South and put tall plants at North end of the garden
•	Talk briefly about leaf structure and function. 
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Activity 2: Watering, Weeding, and Mulching
TIME 25 minutes

MATERIALS
  Watering cans 
  Gloves
   Hand tools

	 •	Discuss the role of water: Water is essential to plants and animals. Plants are made of 70 to 90% water 
and need water at all stages of their lifecycle.

	 •		Discuss watering, weeding, thinning, and mulching: Give students a chance to do these activities in the 
garden plots, green house, different areas of the garden, break students up into small groups and assign 
them an area

Activity 3: Flower Dissection
TIME 15 minutes

MATERIALS
   Flower parts diagram (fig. 4)
  Flowers for dissection (daffodils, tulips, nasturtiums)
   Student Handout: Parts of a Flower

	 •		Flowers come in all shapes and sizes. Ask students why plants have flowers? (for reproduction, flowers   
  have male and female parts) Tell students that we are going to learn about the parts of a flower but not   
  all types of flowers have the same parts. Show students a daffodil and tell them it has male and female   
  parts so it is called a perfect flower, some plants like kiwis have male and female flowers on different   
  plants, these are called imperfect flowers.  Ask students what will happen if you have only male plants in   
  your garden? (no kiwis!)
	 •		Ask if anyone can tell us the definition of the word pollination. It is the process of pollen moving from   
  the male part of the flower to the female part of the flower, the ovule, but this is only the first step in   
  making a new plant. After pollination, fertilization occurs and eventually a new seed is made.
	 •		Show students flower parts poster. Give each student a flower (nasturtiums work well) and ask them   
  to locate the stigma on their flowers. Ask them if it is sticky, flat, feathery, or folded. Ask what might be   
  the reason for the stigma to be sticky? (Answer: trap pollen)
	 •		Tell students to locate the stamen (male part), make sure students notice that it is made up of two parts   
  the anther and the filament. Have students touch the anther and feel the pollen grains. Ask students why  
  the anther is held up by the filament? Ask students how the pollen gets from the anther to the style?   
  (Answer: pollinators)
	 •		If enough flowers are available have students use their fingers to cut the flowers in half so that they can   
  see the ovary and the ovules.
	 •		Have students trace the path of the pollen from the anther to the ovules using their fingers.
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Activity 4: Pollinator Hunt
Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning”, Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat. 

TIME 20 minutes 
 
MATERIALS 
   Student Handout - Pollinator Observation Record

• Ask students what is the definition of a pollinator? An agent that transfers pollen from one flower to   
 another 
• Ask students what agents are considered pollinators? Bees, ants, butterflies, birds, bats, mice, wind. In   
 Canada there are over 1000 different animals that are pollinators.
• In the last few years scientists have noticed that honey bees are dying at an alarming rate. Can anyone   
 guess why this is happening?
• Wild bees are responsible for billions of dollars worth of crop production each year. Bees are responsible   
 for 1 out of every 3 bites of feed you eat! On almond tree farms there are 750 times more almonds   
 produced when honey bees are used to pollinate than when wind is relied on for pollination. 
• Many gardeners and crop producers bring in honey bees to help their crops grow; does anyone know   
 where the honey bees at Maples are located? Beside the potato plot.
• With a partner, you will go on a Pollinator Hunt around the garden, remind students to be very quiet   
 while they are looking for pollinators, show them the handout and explain the sections. Allow 10 - 20   
 minutes to look for pollinators.

Activity 6: Repotting Parsley Plants

TIME 15 minutes 
 
MATERIALS
  Good quality potting soil
  Hand tools
  6 in pots or larger 
  Gloves

	 •	Students will select the strongest plant and re-pot their parsley plants in larger containers, making sure   
 to be very careful with the roots of their plants and label their new containers.

CONCLUSION         5 minutes
	 •	Over the next two weeks your plants will continue to grow, you are welcome to come anytime with   

 your family to check on your plants and do some weeding and/or watering.
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Workshop 4

STUDENT HANDOUT     NAME:_________________________

 

Source: htt p://www.teachervision.fen.com/photosynthesis/printable/52371.html 29



Flower Parts and Pollination Worksheet

LABEL the different parts of a flower on the diagram below using the following words: anther, filament, nectary, 
ovule, ovary, petals, style, sepals, and stigma. Color the petals red, the sepals green, and the anthers yellow.

 

FILL IN THE BLANKS:

1. The petals of a flower have two functions. What are they? 
________________________________________________________________ 

2. For plants to make seeds, the pollen from the_______________ of one flower needs to reach   
the_________________ of another flower. 

3. A variety of critters carry pollen from one flower to another and are called 
____________________. 

4. Name at least four critters that might be pollinators: 
____________________________________________________________ 
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Adapted from: http://www.scribd.com/doc/302017/Flower-Worksheet

Workshop 4
STUDENT  HANDOUT                                          NAME:___________________________
               

Pollinator Observation Record

Name of 
Animal 
Draw a picture 
if you don’t 
know the 
name.

What is it 
doing? (e.g., 
crawling, 
drinking 
nectar, 
buzzing, where 
is it on the 
flower?)

Name and 
type of flower
(e.g., is it a 
blossom on a 
tree? 
A flower on 
a vegetable 
plant, a weed?)

Flower Shape
Draw a picture.

Flower 
Colour

Does it have a 
scent? 
If yes, describe 
the scent. 

Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities For Food and Garden Learning” Edited by: Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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*Optional* 
Workshop Five: Streaming Along 

This workshop is considered optional in the context of Nature’s Classroom, since it requires specific expertise 
and additional resources in order to facilitate the workshop, and it is a not necessary component of a garden 
education program such as Nature’s Classroom. Streaming Along requires access to a salmon-bearing stream, 
fish collection permits, stream sampling and water quality data equipment, and specific knowledge of stream 
ecology in order to facilitate. 

This workshop was included within the Nature’s Classroom program because the necessary resources were 
available to expose students to the larger environmental context of watershed issues. Maples Discovery 
Garden Co-op has Latimer Creek, a salmon-bearing stream running through their garden property and Langley 
Environmental Partners Society (LEPS) has the expertise, permits and equipment to be able to present this 
workshop. 

If you are interested in learning more about the Streaming Along workshop please contact LEPS or the Pacific 
Streamkeepers Federation to connect with stream stewardship experts in your area. www.pskf.ca



Workshop Six: Let’s Eat! A Harvest Celebration

TIME 90 minutes

*Workshop requires a lot of set-up and extra supervisors to monitor food stations.

OBJECTIVES
	 •	To celebrate the harvest and foster students’ appreciation for food;
	 •	To review the concepts presented in the previous workshops;
	 •	To learn about and remove invasive garden weeds;
	 •	To learn about the importance of buying locally sourced, in-season produce;
	 •	To learn about social responsibility by donating a portion of the harvest to the local Food Bank.

INTRODUCTION          5 minutes 

	 •	Talk about the growing season, discuss factors that have affected growing either negatively or positively, 
such as amount of sun, avg. Daily temperatures, amount of rain, rabbits

	 •	Important to mention that growing isn’t over yet, many plants will continue to grow. Establish an adopt-a-
plant schedule with students so that they can return to monitor plants in the summer. 

	 •	Go over workshop outline: 
 • Tomato plant instructions; 
 • Weeds, 
 • Garden Jeopardy, 
 • Make and eat food; 
 • Prize draw; 
 • Gifts
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Activity 1: Re-potting Tomato plants

TIME 10 minutes 

MATERIALS  
   Good quality potting soil
  1 - 2 gallon plant pots
  Watering cans
   Stakes and plant ties 

•	 Tomato plants need to be re-potted into larger containers
•		Show students how to pinch off the tomato suckers. Suckers are new shoots that form between the 

main stem and the larger shoots. They need to be pinched off so that the plant puts more energy into 
growing fruit than into growing leaves

•		Gently loosen the soil around the base of the plant and tap upside down while gently holding the stem 
until plant comes out. Don’t pull plant out of pot by the stem as it could cause damage.

•	Place a wooden stake in the centre of the pot and use ties to secure the stem to the stake. This helps to 
keep the plant upright as it grows and support its weight.

ACTIVITY 2: Weeding

TIME 20 minutes

MATERIALS 
 Garden tools (trowels, hoes, weeding forks) 
 Samples of common weeds (try to find real ones using fig. 6 as a reference)

Discuss: 
•	What are weeds? Any plant that you did not plant and don’t want growing in your garden. 
•	What are invasive plants? Answer: Plants that are not native to the area.

	 	 •	Why are invasive plants a problem? They choke out native plants, spread rapidly, damage crops, increase   
   soil erosion, increase sedimentation of our waterways, etc. 

•	Show students some examples of weeds so they know what to look for (Figure 5) 
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NAME DESCRIPTION
Periwinkle

Lamiast-
rum

Morning 
Glory

Japanese 
Knotweed 

Creeping 
Buttercup

 
Figure 5: Common Garden Weeds in BC 35



Activity 3: Harvest

TIME variable; can be made to fit any timeline 

MATERIALS

  

Garden tools (trowels) 
Baskets or strainers (for carrying produce) 

•	Allow students to harvest fresh veggies for eating today (ask them not to sample as they go but to collect 
food for the group) and some fresh veggies for the Food Bank donation (if available)

•	Hint: Remind students to walk on paths in garden and not to step on the garden beds. Try to have a small 
number of students in the garden at one time.

Activity 4: Let’s Eat! Jeopardy

TIME variable; can be made to fit any timeline

MATERIALS
  Questions from all of the previous workshops; below some example questions are given.  
  Poster or PowerPoint representation of the game to get students engaged.

Sample Questions 

Garden Etiquette 
•	What is one of the rules to follow while visiting the garden?

Plant Parts and Process
•	What part of the plant creates seeds? (The ovary of the flower, in some plants this becomes the fruit)
•	What are the most important pollinators in the world? (Bees)

	 •	What is a life cycle? (The progression through a series of differing stages that show how living things 
grow, live and die.)

•	What do plants need to survive? (air, water, light, warmth and nutrients and for bonus marks TLC )
•	Name one part of a seed. (seed coat, embryo, cotyledon)
•		How many leaves does a dicot plant have? (2)
•	What does a tomato seed turn into? (a tomato or a fruit)
•	How deep should a tomato seed be planted in the soil? (up to the first knuckle)
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Soil 
•	If the Earth was an apple how much (what fraction) of the Earth’s surface is good topsoil for growing  
 food? (1/32 or the skin of 1/32)
•	What is most of the Earth’s surface made of? (salt water, bonus points for the percentage or fraction  
 75% or ¾)
•	If a substance has a pH of 2 what does that mean? (it’s an acid, bonus points for giving an example)
•	What pH range do most plants prefer? (6-7.5)
•	What should good soil smell like? (soil)
•	If the soil in your garden easily forms into a ball and stays that way what does this mean? (it’s too wet)
•	Which is better soil for your garden light coloured or dark? (dark, bonus for reason: more nutrients)
•	Why are worms good for your garden?  (worm poo provides nutrients, worms aerate the garden, worms  
 help to decompose organic material)

Planting
•	Why do some gardeners plant their seeds in a long line also called a trench? (makes weeding easier)

Local Food
•	What is a locavore? (A person who eats locally grown food within 160 km (100 miles) of their home)
•	True or False: We can grow kiwis in Langley. (TRUE)
•	Which of these foods cannot be grown in BC?:
   i. Potatoes
   ii. Garlic
   iii. Guava
   iv. Bok choi
•	One way of making sure you eat local food is to…
   i. Grow it yourself at home or a community garden
   ii. Buy directly from the farm
      iii. Buy at a farmers market
•	How far does the food we eat have to travel from the field to our table? (2500km) 
•	True or False, locally grown food tastes better. (True because it’s fresher as it didn’t need to travel far)

On a Farm
•	Can horse manure be composted and used on vegetable farms? (Yes, organic compost made from horse  
 manure is safe for use on vegetable farms)
•	Why are bees very important to farmers? If bees go extinct, for how long can humans continue to   
 survive?  (Bees are the primary pollinators in orchards and gardens. According to Albert Einstein,  
  4 years!)
•	Dandelions, a famous backyard weed, taste great in your salad. True or False. (TRUE and dandelions have  
 nutrients that stimulate your liver to produce bile which cleanse the body)
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Being Sustainable
•	What is compost? (A natural, biological process that results in rapid breakdown of organic matter.)
•	What are the types of things you can compost in your back yard? (Vegetable and fruit scraps, coffee 

grounds, dry grass clippings, news papers, hair etc)
•	What should you not compost in your backyard composter? (Meats, cooked food, pet feces, plants with 

diseases)

Activity 5: Let’s Eat!

TIME 20 minutes

MATERIALS
  Tables

   Plates, cups (ask students to bring their own reusable plates and cups)
   Spoons for serving
   Bowls for dips
   Fresh veggies to supplement harvest (local, in season, wash and chop ahead of time to  
   save time)
   Materials from Nature’s Classroom Recipes
   Cutting Boards

  Knives

•	Have students wash hands
•	Divide students into small groups and have each group perform the following activities:
•	Wash veggies
•	Chop veggies 
•	Prepare Nature’s Classroom recipes according to directions
•	Eat 
•	Clean-up and wash dishes

CONCLUSION: FINAL WRAP-UP       5 minutes
•	Thank everyone for participating, including, teachers, parents, students, and volunteers
•	Do a prize draw for a set of gardening tools
•	If possible, provide a parting gift of copies of the Nature’s Classroom recipes and coir pots with a seed so   
that they can continue to garden at home
•	If applicable, remind students that all their hard work they have put into growing their gardens is for a   
very good cause and that the rest of the harvest will be donated to the local Food Bank
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Nature’s Classroom Recipes

Radical Rhubarb Parfait
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Ingredients:

rhubarb compote (Alternative: use fresh 
seasonal berries)
vanilla yogurt 
granola

Rhubarb Compote (makes 3 – 4 cups)

6 cups (8 - 10 stalks) fresh local rhubarb 
chopped into bite size pieces
3/4 cup local honey  OR  1/3 cup unrefined 
sugar
zest of half a lemon or orange
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. nutmeg

Put all ingredients in a medium sauce pan 
and pour enough water over to just cover 
ingredients. Bring to a boil, then cover pot and 
simmer on low heat for 25-30 minutes until 
desired thickness is reached. 

To assemble parfait: 

Alternate layers of compote (or fresh berries) 
with vanilla yogurt until glass is full. Top with 
granola and serve immediately.



Nature’s Classroom Recipes

Delightful Dip with Fresh Veggies

Ingredients:

1 cup plain yogurt
1/4 cup mayonnaise
1-2 tbsp. chopped fresh herbs 
(parsley, lemon balm, and/or 
dill) 
1 tsp. garlic *optional
sprinkle salt and pepper 

Instructions:

Mix all ingredients in a bowl. 
Refrigerate for at least 1 hour to 
allow flavours to mix. Serve with 
washed and chopped fresh local 
vegetables. 
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Appendix

Nature’s Classroom Prescribed Learning Outcomes (PLOs)

*Excerpts taken from British Columbia’s Ministry of Education Curriculum Documents

Target Audience:  Grades 3 - 7

Each lesson in “Nature’s Classroom” contains gardening and nutrition information and activities within a 
specific content area–English Language Arts; Math; Science; and Social Studies.

Grade 3 Science
Processes and Skills of Science
	 •	Ask questions that foster investigations and explorations relevant to the content
	 •	Measure objects and events

Life Science - Plant Growth and Change
	 •	Compare familiar plants according to similarities and difference ins appearance and life cycles
	 •	Describe ways plants are important to living things and the environment
	 •	Describe how plants are harvested and used throughout the seasons

Grade 3 Social Science
Human and Physical Environment
	 •	Demonstrate a responsibility for the local environment

Grade 3/4/5/6/7 Health Education
Healthy Living
	 •	Importance of healthy eating and regular physical activity

Grade 4 Science
Life Science: Habitats and Communities
	 •	Analyse simple food chains
	 •	Determine how personal choices and actions have environmental consequences

Grade 3/4/5/6/7 Social Studies
Skills and Processes of Social Studies
	 •	Apply critical thinking skills- including comparing, imagining, inferring, identifying patterns, and   

 summarizing- to selected problems and issues
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Grade 5 Social Studies
Human and Physical Environment
	 •	Explain why sustainability is important

Grade 5 Science
Earth and Space Science: Renewable and Non-renewable resources
	 •	Analyse how BC’s living and non-living resources are used
	 •	Identify methods of extracting and harvesting and processing BC’s natural resources
	 •	Describe potential environmental impacts of using BC’s living and non-living resources
Environment
	 •	Natural resources in Canada
	 •	Demonstrate understanding of sustainability, stewardship, a renewable versus a non-renewable natural  

 resource
	 •	Assess effects of lifestyles and industries on local and global environments

Grade 5 Social Studies
Economy and Technology
	 •	Analyse the relationship between development of communities and their available natural resources
	 •	Explain how the supply and demand are affected by population and the availability of resources

Application of Social Studies
	 •	Identify and clarify a problem, issue or inquiry
	 •	Develop alternative interpretations from varied sources
	 •	Defend a position on a regional issue in light of alternative perspectives

Grade 7 Science
Life Science: Ecosystems
	 •	Analyse the roles of organisms as part of interconnected food webs, populations, communities and  
  ecosystems
	 •	Assess survival needs and interactions between organisms and the environment
	 •	Assess the requirements for sustaining healthy local ecosystems
	 •	Evaluate human impacts of local ecosystems

Grade 7 Social Studies
Environment
	 •	Evaluate the impact of natural processes and human-induced changes on communities

Application of Social Studies
	 •	Identify and clarify a problem, issue or inquiry
	 •	Defend a position on a global issue by considering reasons from various perspectives
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Acti vity:  The Tomato Story: Where does our Food come from?

Introducti on
Store-bought food travels step-by-step to get to our plate. When we consider 
all of the steps it takes to get each plant or animal grown, harvested, processed, 
transported, packaged, sold, and onto our table, we are talking about the food 
system. The world’s food system is becoming increasingly globalized. Studies show 
there are many benefi ts of eati ng locally grown food.
 
Acti vity
Read the “Tomato Story” to your students and work in small groups or as a class to 
create a poster that shows the steps in the food system. Use any fruit or vegetable and illustrate its journey 
from seed to plate and beyond. Highlight the costs of eati ng food from far away OR show the many benefi ts of 
eati ng locally. 
 

The Tomato Story:
Tomato: “So you want to know where tomatoes come from? Whoa! Let-me-tell-you… I’ve 
just travelled ALL the way from California. What a LONG journey! I had no idea it would 
take me this long. Phew… Let me tell you my story... It all started on Thursday morning 
when I was rudely awoken by a rough hand yanking on my vine. What a lousy way to wake 
up! It was WAY too early. 

I wasn’t ready to be picked! I was sti ll green.  Oh man, I was not happy! The person picking me must have 
sensed my unhappiness because he leaned over and apologized as he tore me from my bed. He said that it 
wasn’t his choice to pick me. He was just an underpaid worker following the orders of the farm boss. It’s not 
like his life was a bed of roses! The next thing he was ordered to do was to toss me in a bin and spray me with 
chemicals. YUCK! That’s not the kind of shower I was hoping for on a Thursday morning!”
 
“I was told the chemicals would keep me fresh for the ride to Canada. Whatever! It only made me feel toxic 
and sti cky. And that bin! That bin was crammed full of other grumpy tomatoes. I got an elbow in my rib and 
now I’m bruised all over. Well, once we were crammed in that bin, they put us on a truck and we thumped all 
the way to a processing plant. At the plant they dumped us out on a table and pushed us around. Some of my 
friends were taken away for being just a litt le small. The nerve! But not me; I got a sti cker slapped on my face 
and was shoved into another box.”
 
“They put us on a second truck, one of those big-rigs; and we were off  on our way here. Do you know how long 
it takes to drive from California to Canada? WAY too long! The trip was exhausti ng. And boring! Just highway, 
highway, and more highway. Nothing but concrete and car fumes!”
 
“The worst part is that I made it all the way here to fi nd out you already have tomatoes. You can grow them 
right outside your door! So I don’t even know why I’m here. It just doesn’t make sense! I’m going to rest over 
here in the corner and see if you can fi gure it out.”
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